STW Selection Guide
At STW we pride ourselves on delivering a quality product, meeting deadlines and ensuring the
happiness of our customers. This selection book covers our “standard” offerings, other options are available,
but will be evaluated on a case by case basis. We specialize in Custom Modern Frameless Cabinets, some
would also describe them as Full Overlay cabinets. We use all domestically produced ¾” UV clear coated
Maple plywood for our cabinet box construction. Drawer boxes are constructed of a ½” UV clear coated Baltic
Birch plywood. We perform all design, construction, finishing and installation, in house, to control quality and
scheduling. Some of our work…

It all starts with the foundation
At STW we integrate the EZ-Level System into all cabinets that will have
Granite\Quartz Countertops. As you know, these tops are extremely heavy! Most
installers will use wood shims to level their base cabinets. The problem with using
wood shims is that they expand and contract and eventually move out from
underneath the cabinets, leaving your heavy, expensive countertops with no direct
support to the floor. This can lead to cracked backsplashes and cracked
countertops, which is expensive to fix to say the least. Click the link below for
more information.

https://www.ez-level.com/

Door Options
We offer stain grade and paint grade options. Our paint grade doors are constructed out of a CNC
milled solid piece of HDF which eliminates all seams and provides a very smooth finish at an affordable cost.
Stain grade shaker & slab doors are milled in house. Mitered and Raised panel doors are ordered from
TaylorCraft doors in Taylor, TX. TaylorCraft options: https://taylorcraftdoor.com/

Paint Grade Shaker Style $10 sq/ft

Stain Grade Shaker $30 sq/ft

Paint Grade Beaded Shaker $12 sq/ft

Grain Matched Slab $ depends on wood

Drawer and Interior Hardware Options
We offer two drawer selections, both constructed with ½” UV Baltic Birch plywood with ¼” plywood
bottom, oversized drawers have ½” plywood bottoms. All drawers are made with ½” UV Baltic Birch Plywood.
Our soft close and normal close slides are both full extension. Both slide options are rated for 100 lbs.

Standard Drawer $30 each

Dovetail Drawer $75 Each

Soft Close Undermount $25 each

Normal Close Side Mount $6 each

Soft Close Hinge $6 each

Normal Close Hinge $2.50 each

Finishing Options
South Texas Woodworks offers one paint and one stain selection per job. More than one color can be
added for an additional charge. We do have stain sample boards in house, and we ask that you provide your
paint SKU number to be matched as we use only lacquer-based paints. Laminate finishes are also available in
various colors. See https://www.premiereurocase.com/ for options.

Paint/Stain Combo

Stain

Crown Moulding Options
Crown options consist of a Flat Contemporary Style, and traditional 8010 & 8012 profiles.

Flat Crown

8010 Crown

8012 Crown

Door/Drawer Hardware
South Texas Woodworks offers various hardware selections through Hardware Resources. Brands
include Jeffrey Alexander, Elements, and Hardware Resources. Below are a few popular selections. For more
options, please visit: https://dealer.hardwareresources.com/decorative/knobs-and-pulls.html . Not all
selections have the same finish or sizing options. STW Standard sizing includes 96mm on all doors and <12”
drawer fronts, 128mm 12-24” drawer fronts, and 192mm on >24” drawer fronts.

Naples

Stanton

Key West

Knox

Vent Hoods
We offer 3 Vent Hood designs that can be painted and/or stained.

Inserts
South Texas Woodworks, offers five standard inserts. A 9” Spice pullout, 9” utensil pullout, 9” Vanity
pullout, built in trash pullout, and sheet dividers. Other options can be included on a case by case basis see
Hardware Resources for additional options: https://www.hardwareresources.com/organizers/cabinetorganizers.html

Required Selection Options:
At STW we build and finish everything in house, extensively using CNC manufacturing. For this
reason, the following selections need to be made, prior to production, in order to maintain a smooth
manufacturing process.









Paint/Stain or both AND Color Selection
Door Style
Normal close or Soft Close Hinges and Guides
Exterior Hardware Selection (Knobs and/or Pulls, Style and Color)
Crown Moulding Selection
Vent Hood Design
Cabinetry Inserts
Appliance Model numbers

